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The problems of scintillation light collection depending on position of a particle track
along the crystal cell length in a segmented homogeneous electromagnetic calorimeter were
investigated. The method for improving the uniformity of the light collection of scintillation
photons through the use of optimal-type reflective materials and dedicated crystal wrapping
technique concerning high density scintillator was developed.

Angular distribution of the deposited energy in the segmented calorimeter was measured.
Method of spatial reconstruction of electromagnetic shower and relevant energy correction
– reducing the error of energy measurement in the calorimeter during data handling was
developed.
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1. Introduction

In particle physics experiments,
electromagnetic calorimeters (ECAL) are
widely used to measure the deposited energy and
particle identification. The advantages of ECAL
as detectors include: firstly, measurements of
particles energies in a wide range; secondly, the
improvement of the relative energy resolution as√
E, where E is the energy of the incident particle;

thirdly, detection of both charged and neutral
particles in the segmented calorimeter allows to
obtain positions of particles and electromagnetic
showers; fourthly, ability to identify particles, for
example, to separate photons, electrons, protons,
pions and finally, the use as trigger systems for
the selection of events [1–3].

∗E-mail: vkalinni@jinr.ru

ECAL, in accordance with its technological
design are divided into segmented homogeneous
ECAL in longitudinal or transverse directions and
inhomogeneous ("sampling") ECAL. Sampling
calorimeters are widely used in physics of high
and ultrahigh energies.

The main advantage of homogeneous
ECALs is their high energy resolution. Its
spatial resolution depends on the characteristic
dimension of segmentation in the transverse
direction (granularity) [1–3].

Segmented homogeneous ECALs are
universal, as they are able to provide a necessary
length of interaction and compactness, using
high-density crystals, having a minimum value
of the radiation length. Segmented homogeneous
ECAL allows measuring both energy and the
position and direction of propagation of gamma-
rays and electrons at the same time. In case when
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a calorimeter will be used to determine the spatial
location of the track, the transverse dimensions
of the crystals (cells) should be comparable
to the Molière radius, and its value should be
minimal to reduce the transverse dimensions of
electromagnetic showers [1, 3, 4]. In practice,
the choice of the transverse dimensions of the
crystals is a compromise between the required
spatial resolution and adequate number of the
readout channels.

However, the energy resolution of segmented
homogeneous ECAL may deteriorate, because
of fluctuations caused by losses of the
electromagnetic shower in active (scintillator)
and absorption layers of the optical medium
(reflective wrapper) [1, 3–5]. In addition, when
one uses crystals with a high refraction index,
a significant part of emitted photons falls into
an "optical trap"due to total internal reflection
from the polished surfaces of the crystal, and
therefore, more than 50% of the emitted light do
not reach the photo-detector [3, 6].

It should be especially noted that, for
segmented homogeneous ECAL, located in a
magnetic field, the electromagnetic showers could
develop in various directions relatively to the
crystal axis, so they are not paraxial in general.
In turn, the distance from the crossing point
of electron tracks in the crystal to the photo-
detector also varies and so does the light yield
due to varying light losses. This fact determines
the non-uniformity of light collection of the
scintillation photons along the crystal length,
which degrades an accuracy of the measurement
of the deposited energy and its energy resolution
in a calorimeter [3, 6, 7].

Thus, for segmented homogeneous ECAL,
located in a magnetic field, the accuracy of
measurement of energy deposited and energy
resolution is influenced by:

• electromagnetic shower losses in materials
(reflective wrapping, etc) and leakages
outside the scintillator during passage
of high energy particles through the
consecutive layers of the calorimeter;

• scintillation photons losses in the
calorimeter cell, depending on the track
location in the crystal;

• dependence of the deposited energy in the
cell on the angle between particle track and
cell axis.

Therefore, the purpose of this study is the
understanding of the processes which affect the
accuracy of measuring the energy deposited in
the segmented ECAL by passing high energy
particles through the cells, and the development
of methods and algorithms to improve accuracy of
determination of the energy during measurements
and data handling.

2. Light collection in ECAL
crystals in a magnetic field

The possibility of energy measurement with
calorimeters is based on the proportionality
between the magnitude of the primary particle
energy and the magnitude of light output in the
scintillator. The ratio between these quantities
determined by some parameters of the scintillator,
a design of the calorimeter, sensitivity of the
photo-detector to low energy electrons and
photons, etc.

Stochastic fluctuations of the process of
formation of an electromagnetic shower, as well as
the thickness and parameters of passive elements
surrounding the scintillator, would affect the
accuracy of the energy measurement in the
calorimeter. The energy resolution σ/E can be
parameterized as:

σ

E
=

a√
E

⊕ b

E
⊕ c.

where the symbol ⊕ is used to indicate the
quadratic sum, a is the stochastic term defined
by statistical fluctuations of the number of
particles in the shower, b is the noise component
of the photo-detector and electronics, c is
the constant component (in-homogeneity of the
detector response) [1, 3–6].
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FIG. 1: Energy loss of the electromagnetic shower in ECAL in a uniform magnetic field. (in color)

To measure the energy of particles with
high accuracy, the crystals in the calorimeter
should have sufficient dimensions, which minimize
energy losses of the electromagnetic shower. The
mismatch of the dimensions of the emerging
electromagnetic shower and scintillator cell
geometrics leads to longitudinal and transverse
energy leakage in the calorimeter, which affects
the accuracy of energy measurement.

In addition, in the segmented calorimeters,
there are inevitable losses of electro-magnetic
shower in reflective wrapping of the crystals. In
particular, a significant error in measurement
will originate at registration of particles with
curved tracks, when the calorimeter is located in
a magnetic field, as is in the COMET and Mu2E
experiments [8, 9].

The decrease of electromagnetic shower
leakage and optical interference between adjacent
cells in the calorimeter can be achieved through
the use an optimal reflective wrapping of
the cells [4, 10–12]. These wrappings of the
reflective material should have the smallest
applicable thickness S to provide minimum of

electromagnetic shower loss (see Fig. 1), and the
highest available optical reflection to suppress
optical cross-talk between the crystals. It will
reduce the fluctuations of energy deposited
in the scintillator and the non-uniformity of
light collection along the crystal, and improve
the energy resolution and accuracy of energy
measurements in the calorimeter.

3. Processes affecting the
scintillation light collection in the
crystal

The response of a calorimeter cell to the
high-energy particle passage depends mainly on
three factors: shower energy deposited in the
crystal, conversion efficiency of the scintillator
and light collection in the cell. In turn, the
following factors affect the light collection: (a)
the self-absorption of light in the scintillator;
(b) losses associated with the reflection of light
from the boundaries of the crystal; (c) optical
focusing effect. As a consequence, the Light Yield
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FIG. 2: Dependence of LY along the crystal starting from particle track. (in color)

(LY) – response normalized to deposited energy
in the cell – depends on the distance between
the particle track in the crystal and the photo-
detector window [2, 3, 7, 13].

The non-uniformity of light yield along the
crystal length degrades the accuracy of energy
measurements in the calorimeter, because the
amplitude of the signal from the photo-detector
for electrons having the same energy Ee, but
passing through the crystal at various distances
from the photo-detector (see Fig. 2) will be
different. In order to obtain good linearity of the
energy response and high energy resolution, it is
necessary to provide homogeneous light collection
along the crystal length [3, 4, 10, 12, 14].

In segmented homogeneous ECAL with
rectangular crystals, having a large refractive
index (e.g. LYSO, GSO, etc.), meeting this
requirement is a complicated technical challenge.
For example, LYSO crystal refractive index is
equal to 1.82, so a large part of the emitted
photons get caught by "optical trap" (see Fig. 3)
due to a total internal reflection from the surfaces
of the crystal [3, 6]. Due to this mismatch of the
refraction indices of the scintillator and photo-
detector a part of the photons that reach the
detector is reflected back into the scintillator
volume (see Fig. 3). Both these phenomena

increase the average photon path length in
the crystal, leading to light losses due to self-
absorption inside the crystal.

Thus, there are losses of emission photons
in the scintillation crystals, depending on the
position of particle track in the crystal relative to
the photodetector. Reduction of these losses can
be achieved by changing the reflective properties
of the crystal surface, to suppress the total
internal reflection. For this, one needs to create a
diffusive crystal surface, i.e. by the crystal lapping
to specified roughness [4, 10, 12] or by chemical
etching [10, 15]. For example, the etching of the
surface of the LYSO crystal of 2 × 2 × 10 cm3

dimensions, the relative light yield was increased
from 48% to 88% relative to the reference crystal
[10, 15], and after the polishing, the 25 cm long
PWO crystal with finely-abrasive diamond grit
(⊘ = 15 microns) the relative light yield was
increased by about 26% [12].

Another technique to improve the light
collection is the use of diffusion reflective
wrapping of the crystal. Currently, there are large
numbers of reflective materials. For example,
TEFLON, MILLIPORE and TYVEK have the
best diffusion properties [3, 6, 10, 16–18]. In
addition, BICRON 347 paint has good diffusion
properties [3]. Experimental studies have shown
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FIG. 3: Schematic layout of light collection in calorimeter cell made of LYSO crystal. (in color)

that good result of producing of the diffusion-
type of the crystal surface was obtained using
MILLIPORE [17, 18]. But, due to its low
mechanical strength, TYVEK is most preferable
for crystal wrapping, despite of the 10% loss of
light compared to MILLIPORE [17, 18].

However, all these materials have
disadvantages. For example, TEFLON has a
relatively high optical transmittance [16, 19]. It
leads to optical cross-talk between the crystals,
so several layers of TEFLON tape are needed
to wrap the crystals. TYVEK is thick enough
(minimum thickness - 100 µm) [17].

For the development of techniques to
improve the light collection we have measured
experimentally the light yield non-uniformity and
energy resolution along the crystal length. Also
various methods of crystals wrapping (type and
parameters of the light-reflective materials) were
carried out. All studies were performed at the
precise measuring setup that was developed by
the authors of [20]. For this research LYSO
crystals (20 × 20 × 120 mm3, doped with 1.5%
cerium of Saint-Gobain production [21]) and
chosen by the COMET collaboration for the
electromagnetic calorimeter were used.

The results showed that improvement of
light collection could be achieved by use of
the specific reflective material and the special
method of wrapping of the crystals. That is, the
wrapping should have two types of reflection.

The inner layer should have a diffusion-type
reflection, and the external one should have
mirror-type reflection (see Fig. 4a). The diffusive
layer changes the angle of refraction of the
photons emerging from the crystal (αd, see
Fig. 4a). Moreover, the diffusive materials, such
as TEFLON, MILLIPORE and TYVEK have a
high coefficient of scattering of photons at large
αd angles.

In figure 4c shown the scattering of photons
in LYSO crystal wrapped with Teflon tape
(TEFLON AF1601) with a total thickness of 120
microns, and Fig. 4b shows the passage of the
same beam through the crystal without wrapping.
Thus, the diffusive layer reduces the number of
photons significantly (see Light reflected, Fig. 4a),
which get caught into "optical trap and more
photons can reach the photo-detector (see Light
extracted, Fig. 4a). The second mirror-type layer
reflects photons that have passed through the first
diffusion-type layer back into the scintillator, i.e.
suppress optical cross-talk between the crystals.

During the studies on optimization of
wrapping method of LYSO crystals, it was found
that TEFLON tape (TEFLON AF1601, thickness
of 60 µm with its reflectivity of 0.98) could be
selected as the diffusion-type layer (inner layer)
to wrap the lateral surfaces of the crystal. For
the second wrapping layer (outer layer), ESR
tape (ESR VM2000) that has the high reflection
coefficient in the visible range, close to a mirror,
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FIG. 4: Improvement of light collection by use of the optimal wrapping techniques of the crystals. (in color)

can be selected [16, 17].
To compare the light collection along the

length, measurements of LY for crystal without
wrapping (see Fig. 5), as well as with two, four
and six layers of TEFLON tape were carried
out (see Fig. 5: 2Teflon, 4Teflon, 6Teflon). Then,
LY was measured by using the combined-type
wrapping (see Fig. 5: 2Teflon+ESR). In this
case, lateral crystal surface is first wrapped with
two layers of TEFLON, and then with another
layer of ESR tape (see Fig. 4a). In addition, the
study of the LY with mirror-type wrapping (ESR
tape) at the crystal end surface was performed
(2Teflon+ESR+ESR (end)).

Figure 5 presents the results of influence
of various wrappings on total losses of light
collection. It was found that to achieve uniformity
of light yield along the crystal length, the number
of TEFLON tape layers should be not less than
four. However, in this case, total thickness of the
wrapping will be too large ( 400 µm), leading to
significant absorption of shower energy.

The best results were obtained with

combined-type wrapping (2Teflon+ESR). In this
case, the good light collection was obtained for
∼200 µm total thickness of the wrapping. Light
yield non-uniformity along the crystal length was
∼ 0.23 ± 0.004%/cm−1. In addition, this type of
wrapping would suppress optical cross-talk with
acceptable level of electromagnetic shower losses.

It was also observed that mirror-type
reflection on the crystal end with combined-type
wrapping (2Teflon+ESR+ESR (end)), changes
the angular distribution of photons on the lateral
surfaces along the crystal (optical focusing effect,
see Fig. 4a), thus increasing the uniformity of
light yield. Light yield non-uniformity in this case
is ∼ 0.064 ± 0.003%/cm−1. In addition, the LY
appeared to be the best (see Table.1).

Figure 6 presents the dependence of the
energy resolution of the crystal for various
wrapping materials as a function of different
positions of the 22Na(Eγ = 1.271 MeV)
radiation source relative to the photo-detector.
The best energy resolution was also achieved
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FIG. 5: Light yield non-uniformity along the crystal length with various types of wrapping materials. (in color)

Table 1. Light yield non-uniformity, relative yield
and energy resolution for various methods of crystal
wrapping.

LY non- Relative LY Energy
Wrapping uniformity, (L=60nm), resolution,

% cm−1 % (L=60 nm),
%

Without
wrapping 0.78± 0.01 60 11.4
2Teflon 0.4± 0.06 74 11.4
4Teflon 0.36± 0.05 79 10.6
6Teflon 0.27± 0.004 83 9.5

2Teflon+ESR 0.23± 0.004 90 8.6
2Teflon+ESR
+ESR(end) 0.064± 0.003 100 8.6

with combined-type wrapping. The average value
of energy resolution along the crystal length
(FWHM) is 8.6 % for 2Teflon+ESR and 8.5 %
for 2Teflon+ESR+ESR (end). Good uniformity
of energy resolution along the crystal (∼ 0.015±
0.001%/cm−1 for both variants) was obtained.

In the case of other wrappings, the energy
resolution and its uniformity along the crystal
are deteriorated. For example, for 2Teflon the
average value of the energy resolution along the
crystal is about 11.8% (i.e. 1.4 times worse than

for 2Teflon+ESR), and its uniformity is equal to
0.09%/cm−1, (about 6 times worse). For variants
of 4Teflon and 6Teflon, the average value of the
energy resolution along the crystal is 11.15 %
and 10.16 % respectively, and uniformity is 0.084
%/cm−1 and 0.06 %/cm −1 respectively, i.e. about
5 times worse than for 2Teflon+ESR.

Figure 7 presents the experimental result of
the energy resolution with LYSO crystal wrapped
by 2Teflon+ESR+ESR (end) and irradiated by
60Co (E1=1.173 MeV, E2=1.332 MeV) source
located at the distance L=60 mm to the photo-
detector and at the height of 1 mm from crystal
surface. The obtained energy resolution is equal
to 8.36% at the 1.173 MeV and 8.02% at the
1.332 MeV, which confirms the optimum of the
proposed wrapping.

Table 1 gives light yield non-uniformity
along the crystal, relative light yield and energy
resolution at a distance of 60 mm to the photo-
detector for various methods of wrapping. The
obtained values are closely matched with the
results given in [3, 7, 17, 18].

Nonlinear Phenomena in Complex Systems Vol. 19, no. 4, 2016
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FIG. 6: Experimental results of influence of various wrapping methods on energy resolution. (in color)
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FIG. 7. Spectrum and energy resolution obtained with the 60Co source for LYSO crystal wrapped by
2Teflon+ESR+ESR (end). (in color)

4. Angular distribution of
deposited energy in the segmented
calorimeter

Light yield non-uniformity along the crystal
will lead to measurement error of energy
deposited in the calorimeter, especially in the case
when particles have curved tracks. This problem
is related to the angular energy distribution in
the calorimeter, when the electromagnetic shower

having the same geometrical dimensions, i.e. the
same total energy deposited in a crystal cluster,
will create scintillations at various distances
to the photo-detector (APD) in a crystal (see
Fig. 8a), depending on the angular distribution of
shower. Therefore, APD signals will have various
amplitudes Uαi (see Fig. 8b), i.e. measured energy
will have the error Ee = (Uαi±∆U)·kkalibr, where
kkalibr = Ek

Uk
is the energy calibration coefficient

of the calorimeter.
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Thus, in the segmented homogeneous ECAL,
the deposited energy will be measured with
the error determined by an angle between
crystal axis and shower development direction.
For example, during beam test of COMET
calorimeter prototype (matrix of 9 × 9 LYSO
crystals) on the electron accelerator in Tohoku
(Japan, 2014), measured values of the total energy
deposited in the matrix differed by more than 6%
at the angles α = 90◦ and α = 20◦ for the 105
MeV electrons [22].

Consequently, during handling of energy
measurement data, it is necessary to take into
account the actual longitudinal position and angle
of electron tracks in crystals i.e. the angular error
of energy measurement.

With this purpose the experimental studies
of the angular error of energy measurement (see
Fig. 9a, b) in the crystals were carried out on the
basis of precise setup [20] with the calorimeter
prototype (Dubna prototype) using the 60Co
source (E1=1.173 MeV; E2=1.332 MeV) [23].

The Dubna prototype was made of the
3 × 3 matrix of LYSO crystals (20 × 20 × 150
mm3), wrapped by the double layer of TEFLON
(TEFLON AF1601, thickness 60 µm) and placed

into the MYLAR module. Readout of signals from
the crystals was performed by APD S8664-1010
(Hamamatsu).

From the obtained results (see Fig. 9a) it
was found that measurement error of energy
deposited by cosmic muons at an angle of 20
degrees was approximately 6.7%, that agrees well
with the results obtained in the accelerator test of
calorimeter prototype at Tohoku University [22].
In addition, the error of energy measurements
does not practically depend on the particle type
and depends only on light yield uniformity in
the crystal and angular energy distribution in the
prototype.

Thus, from the measurement results with
the Dubna prototype and the analysis of
experimental data obtained at the Tohoku
University test beam, it was confirmed that for
accurate measurement of energy deposited in the
segmented ECAL, it is necessary to take into
account the actual position of particle track, the
spatial reconstruction of electromagnetic shower
is necessary during the data handling.

This problem can be solved with the use
of tracking cameras to determine the vertex of
the event and coordinates of the electromagnetic

Nonlinear Phenomena in Complex Systems Vol. 19, no. 4, 2016
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shower by finding the center of gravity of
the deposited energy distribution in the crystal
clusters. However, due to large rate of events, the
accuracy of vertices coordinates determination
is insufficient to restore the position of the
particle track in the calorimeter with the
required accuracy. In addition, due to light yield
non-uniformity measurement of crystals center
distribution will also be made with some errors
when electrons tracks are curved [3].

Therefore, to solve the problem, a method of
spatial reconstruction of electromagnetic shower
and relevant energy correction in the segmented
homogeneous calorimeter was proposed and
experimentally tested. The essence of the method
is as follows. For each event in the calorimeter two
parameters are measured: the amplitude and the
arrival time of scintillation photons to APD for
each crystal. Knowing the propagation velocity of
the photons in the crystal and their arrival time at
the APD, it is possible to determine the distance
they passed. Then, knowing the light yield non-
uniformity along the crystal length, it is possible
to recover the true value of the energy deposited
in the crystal.

In figure 10, the position of a muon track
through the matrix of LYSO crystals is shown
schematically. In this case, deposited energy Ee

will be the same in all crystals along the track, but
the signals U1 ÷ U4 from APD will have different
amplitudes due to light yield non-uniformity. The
signal U4 will have the maximum amplitude, since
the distance that the photons pass to APD, will
be the shortest. On the contrary the U1 signal will
have the minimum value (see Fig. 10c).

Preliminary energy calibration of the
prototype was carried out using cosmic muons
in 10 points along the crystal length with a
step of 10 mm in the horizontal direction.
Without the correction for the case under
consideration, the APD registered four various
values of the deposited energy along electron
track (Ei = Ui · kkalibr). The algorithm of the
spatial reconstruction was applied as follows:
using arrival times t1 ÷ t4 of signals on APD
from the time dependence (see Fig. 10b), the
distances L1−L4 (electron track) are determined
in each crystal. Then, using the dependence of
non-uniformity of the light yield (see Fig. 10c),
the energy corrections ∆Ei = ∆Ui · kkalibr, where
∆Ui = Uk − Ui were determined. Next ∆Ei were
taken into account when calculating the energy
deposited in the crystal:

E1 = U1 · kkalibr −∆E1;E2 = U2 · kkalibr −∆E2;
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E3 = U3 · kkalibr −∆E3;E4 = U4 · kkalibr −∆E4.
(1)

In this case, the error of the registered energy
in the prototype can be minimized, and it depends
on the accuracy of the light yield non-uniformity
and propagation time of signal along the crystal
length.

Experimental verification of the method
of the spatial reconstruction of electromagnetic
shower and relevant energy correction on
the Dubna prototype was carried out for
cosmic muons. Measurements of light yield non-
uniformity along LYSO crystal length were
carried out in 20 points with a step of 5 mm
at distances from 10 to 110 mm to APD (see
Fig. 10c). Also photons arrival times along the

crystal were measured (see Fig. 10b). Verification
of the algorithm of the spatial reconstruction was
carried out for matrix-rotation angles equal to 10,
26 and 40 degrees. For each angle 2000 events were
collected. By measuring the difference of arrival
time of signals from APD and using the expression
(1), the error of measurement energy deposited
as function of rotation angle of the matrix was
calculated.

In figure 10d the experimental verification
of the algorithm of spatial reconstruction in
this prototype is shown. The error of energy
measurement at 40◦ angle is 18.5% without
the spatial reconstruction and 6.6% for the
case applying the proposed method [22]. Thus,
the significant (by 2.8 times) improvement of
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measuring accuracy of the energy deposited in the
Dubna prototype for cosmic muons was obtained.
This technique is very important to meet the
requirements for ECAL in the COMET and
Mu2E experiments [8, 9].

5. Conclusion

Processes affecting the light collection of
scintillation photons in the crystal – the self-
absorption of light in the scintillator; losses
associated with the reflection of light on crystal
surfaces – depending on the position of the
particle track in the crystal have been studied.
The techniques of the reducing of light yield non-
uniformity, consisting in optimization of crystal
cell wrapping by the reflective materials (tape
type, thickness, method of wrapping) have been
developed. It was experimentally observed that

the best results in terms of energy resolution
can be obtained for the combined wrapping: the
lateral surface of the crystal first wrapped with
two layers of TEFLON, and then by the layer of
ESR tape outside; the end surface of the crystal
is covered by the mirror-type reflector.

An algorithm of measured energy correction
for light yield non-uniformity and angular effects
for non-paraxial electromagnetic showers in the
crystal ECAL based on spatial reconstruction of
electromagnetic shower using timing information
is proposed and successfully tested with prototype
LYSO crystal matrix.
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